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  With the process of urbanization since the reform and development of China 
accelerating urbanization continues to increase. But the contradictions of urban 
management has become increasingly prominent, law enforcement agencies and law 
enforcement disturbing low efficiency problem. To solve these problems, the 
government based on the "Administrative Punishment Law" Article XVI established 
urban agency, the exercise of the relative concentration of administrative punishment, 
to promote the comprehensive law enforcement. Despite the focus on the exercise of 
agency inspectors punishment has achieved some success, but because of the legal 
basis for other reasons too thin, making the city management comprehensive 
administrative enforcement since its inception facing the legality of controversy. In 
the practice of law enforcement, organization and management system that is not law 
enforcement ill-defined terms of reference, is not strong sense of service, law 
enforcement and other means of brute problem persists, violence and violent 
resistance to law enforcement phenomenon has occurred frequently, a lot of negative 
news, so that the community chased enforcement legitimacy questioned. Thus, the 
paper analyzes the legitimacy of the current situation of urban management 
comprehensive administrative enforcement, and the legitimacy of the status quo, 
Guangdong Province, Guangzhou City, and other cities in the pilot city management 
comprehensive administrative enforcement as an example, the use of law, public 
administration theory and the City Comprehensive administrative enforcement 
practice, from a legal legitimacy, the legitimacy of the exercise of organizational 
management system, political legitimacy and administrative penalty discretion of the 
legality of these four angle-depth analysis of the current plight of the legality of city 
management comprehensive administrative enforcement encountered and generating 
Cause dilemma, drawing current achievements and experience of the pilot cities in 
that regard, I believe that some of the proposed countermeasure operable to 
strengthen the legitimacy of comprehensive administrative enforcement of urban 
management, and promote the transformation and upgrading of urban management, 
realize the city better life. 
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以下四个角度：      
1、法律合法性角度 
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